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ROCKS & MINERALSROCKS & MINERALS

Reflecting the character of ChristReflecting the character of Christ

Tough as a Rock

Crystals of the mineral apatite glowing 

green in this super-closeup photo of a tooth

Jesus uses the mineral cryst   al apatite
(calcium phosphate) to strengthen

your bones and teeth. Apatite is “five”
on the Mohs scale. In a way, part of
your body is composed of “rock.”

“My frame was not hidden from You when I
was made in the secret place. When I was
woven together in the depths of the earth.”

Psalm 139:15

Rocks “show” us 
that our God is...

beautiful
enduring

unchanging
precious
creative

loving
and wise...

“By wisdom the LORD laid 
the earth's foundations.”

Proverbs 3:19a

White cliffs of Dover, England (made of chalk)

smoky quartz

obsidian

Black basalt stone is the foundation of
this synagogue in Capernaum where
Jesus is thought to have taught. Basalt

was used because it lasts!
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conglomerate—courtesy of Brooklyn College

limestone wall—© Greg Cooksey@iStockphoto

liquid mercury—© Andra Cerar | Dreamstime.com
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synagogue—courtesy of www.HolyLandPhotos.org

White cliffs—© Jessivaleska | Dreamstime.com
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rose quartz—courtesy of Smithsonian
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cross-section of glowing tooth—courtesy of NIST
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rock candy—© April Turner@iStockphoto
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The many faces of quartz:
reflecting the beauty of Christ



Answers to CROSSWORD found in 
kids’ kreation #63

Down: 1. GROUND 2. MAKER   3. GALAXIES
5. THOUSAND 6. ATMOSPHERE   
9. BRAIN   10. FOOD

Across:  4. AUSTRALIA 7. SUPERNOVA
8. HOLY 10. FEARED   

11. DIAMOND   12. TUBE

Down

1.               and basalt are the two most abundant igneous 
rocks.

2. God created all rocks by mixing together one or more
                       .

4. Yellow quartz is known as citrine and purple quartz is 
called                         (see page 5).

6.                       is the mineral representing “nine” on the 
Mohs scale.

10. We can determine the hardness of a mineral by using 
the          scale.
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FAMILY ACTIVITY:
Cooking Up Some Rocks

ADULTS MUST SUPERVISE: Fill a cooking pan with
one and a half cups of water and bring to a
gentle boil. Slowly add to the hot water three and
a half cups of sugar, stirring continuously until all
the sugar is dissolved—it will turn to syrup. Allow to
cool. Tie a cotton string to the middle of a pencil,
wet it with water, and dip the wet string in dry
sugar. Then position the pencil over the mouth of a
canning jar so that the end of your string just
touches the bottom of the jar. Now carefully fill
your jar with  the syrup. Put your experiment in a
place where it won’t be disturbed. Watch crystals
of sugar grow 
on the string 
(this will take
several days)!
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Across

2. If Jesus heats and squeezes limestone it changes into the
metamorphic rock called                  .

3. The sedimentary rock sandstone is made from 
cemented          .

5. “Trust in the LORD forever, for the LORD, the LORD, is the
        Eternal” (Isaiah 26:14 NIV).

7. Limestone often includes the hard parts of small         
creatures.

8. The mineral opal is a special combination of silicon 
dioxide (sand) and              .

9. Jesus has created three basic types of rocks: igneous 
rocks,                              rocks, and metamorphic rocks.

11. God made granite using three mineral ingredients: 
feldspar, quartz, and          .

What mineral has
been sprinkled on

this pretzel?
(answer below)

Answer: halite

rock candy

“Mine for Minerals”


